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ON BEHALF OF THE WHITEWOOD TOURISM 
and Heritage Committee, I would like to 
thank you for publishing the story about 
the French counts (“Yves de Roffignac 
Was Here,” Spring 2012). The 
article was very enjoyable 
and informative. We have 
received many positive com-
ments about it. I would say it 
was appreciated by all.

–Boyd Metzler
Secretary-Treasurer

Whitewood Tourism and 
Heritage Committee

Campaign Complaints
As a retired highways employee for Saskatch-
ewan, I find the Worst Roads Campaign 
(Take Five, Spring 2012) a shot against all 
employees that look after Saskatchewan 

highways. We have no control over what 
the government does with its budget. 
Record spending on the highways’ budget 
covers inflation from the costs of fuel 

and oil that we put on the 
roads, which have gone up 
fi ve-fold. We have a great 
bunch of highway employ-
ees across this province 
who are dedicated and do 
their best with the budget 
they get.

–Steve Lane, via email

Yes, we have some bad 
highways in Saskatchewan 

(Take Five, Spring 2012). Our expendi-
tures for highways have increased by 
almost $2 billion, but when you take into 
consideration that the costs of fuel, oil for 
asphalt and machinery, as well as wages, 

have gone up significantly since 2007, 
overall we are probably not able to build 
any more miles of road in 2011 as we did 
in 2007. You guys need to take this into 
consideration. We are not a bunch of 
dummies out here. 

–Eloy Schermann, via email

Editor’s note: The goal of the Worst Roads 
Campaign is to gather input from the driving 
public about which roads are most in need of 
improvements and then forward that informa-
tion to the government to use when identifying 
priority roads to receive attention. 

Write Us:
Speaker’s Corner, Westworld Saskatche-
wan, 200 Albert Street N., Regina, SK  S4R 5E2; 
email: caa.admin@caask.ca. Letters may 
be edited for clarity and brevity.

AS PART OF CAA’S EFFORTS TO ENHANCE 
our advocacy program and reach as 
many ears as possible with our important 
messages on road safety and eco driving, 
CAA National forged a partnership with 
AJAC, the Automotive Journalists Asso-

ciation of Canada, in 2010. To date, we have reaped many 
benefi ts from this initiative, including:
• Establishment of a CAA booth at AJAC’s annual TestFest, 
where top automotive journalists from across Canada gather 
for a four-day test-drive evaluation of more than 150 new 
vehicle models. CAA used the opportunity in 2010 to 
launch our Eco Choice calculator (caask.ca/ecodriving)

and in 2011 to launch our new ebook, Gas, Hybrid and Elec-
tric: What You Need to Know (caa.ca/newengines), written 
by two leading AJAC journalists.
• Establishment of the annual CAA Road Safety Journalism 
Award, presented to an AJAC member at AJAC’s AGM.
• Posting of all CAA National media releases on the AJAC 
website.

• Most recently, CAA and AJAC joined forces to produce 
a new publication on automobile information and 
driving advice. Test Drive magazine showcases AJAC’s 
2012 Canadian Car of the Year Awards program, also a 
part of TestFest, offering an inside look at the process 
AJAC members use to test and review new cars and 
make their best new-vehicle selections in 14 categories. 
The magazine also includes safe- and eco-driving tips 
from CAA. testdrivemagazine.ca

• As part of Test Drive, CAA and AJAC also ran the Drive to 
Win contest, with the lucky grand prize winner (announced 
after press time on May 9, 2012) receiving a four-year lease 
of AJAC’s Car of the Year.

CAA looks forward to continuing its work with AJAC 
and seeing many more benefi ts from our partnership in 
the future. �

–Ted Hillstead, Weyburn
Chair of the Board
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HERE IS ONE FORM OF 
human communication 
that everyone under-
stands: the smile,” wrote 

the late author and etiquette specialist 
Roger Axtell, widely described as the “Emily 
Post of international travel.” Sure enough, 
a toothy grin combined with a humble atti-
tude and an eager curiosity are great start-
ing points for Canadians who don’t want 
to come across like the archetypal “ugly 
American” (i.e., a rude, self-centred person 
with no interest or respect for other cul-
tures) when travelling abroad.

Being a stranger in a strange land can be 
daunting, yet one of the best reasons for why 
we travel is to experience the quirks, pecu-
liarities and fascinating everyday normalities 
of life far from our own comfort zones. Vive 
la différence, it’s said, and the differences can 
be measured in tastes, language, interper-
sonal communication, codes of social con-
duct and simple gestures. Blending 
seamlessly into a foreign culture is impossi-
ble for the short-term traveller, of course. Yet 
one can make an honest effort to adjust and 
play the game according to local customs. 
Either learn through experience, one gentle 
mistake at a time. Or, perhaps better still, do 
some homework ahead of departure and 
endure far fewer embarrassing faux pas.

The U.K.-based International Centre for 
Responsible Tourism has developed a code of 
ethics for tourists that begins with the sug-
gestion that we “travel in a spirit of humility 
and with a genuine desire to learn more 
about the people of your host country.” 
Among other things, it asks travellers to “cul-
tivate the habit of listening and observing” 
to pick up clues from those we interact with 
and adjust our behaviour as needed. 

Gestures can be very different from one 
country to the next, as Axtell outlined in tre-
mendous detail in his book The Do’s and 
Taboos of Body Language Around the World. In 
the U.K., offering up an inverted peace sign 
with your palm facing inward is the equiva-
lent of fl ipping the bird here at home. Stick-
ing your thumb out (as in hitching a ride) is 
an equally rude gesture in Nigeria. While 

8  W E S T W O R L D  >>  S U M M E R 2 0 1 2  Stephane Denis

savvytraveller
To handshake or air-kiss? Learning 
the customs and courtesies of 
foreign lands

‘‘T

smartphone. Mastering “hello,” “goodbye” 
and a basic list of numbers when exchang-
ing money are essential.

Wherever you are destined, there will 
surely be a book available at Amazon.ca, in the 
public library or online that provides clear 
and concise tips on how to bridge the culture 
gap. The leading travel guides all dispense 
valuable insights into cultural norms in their 
“need to know,” “before you go” and “sur-
vival guide” pages. Fodor’s Italy, for instance, 
notes that strangers traditionally shake 
hands, though new friends can exchange air 
kisses – fi rst on the left cheek, then the right. 
Bare arms and shoulders are not welcome in 
European churches, so carry a pull-on 
sweater even in summer when sightseeing. 
Expect a meal in France to be served at a lei-
surely pace as per the national custom.

Several multi-volume guidebook series 
are dedicated to easing the cold-bath experi-
ence of plunging into a foreign land. The 
CultureShock! line of books published by Mar-
shall Cavendish features 70 titles that each 
cover a specifi c country’s language, social life, 
food, business etiquette and much else. For 
its part, Kuperard’s Culture Smart! line simi-
larly explores attitudes, beliefs and behav-
iours around the globe.  –Jeff Bateman 

gross by our standards, nose picking in pub-
lic is still commonplace in Thailand and a 
mark of good hygiene. In India and Muslim 
countries, the long-standing tradition is to 
always use your right hand for eating and 
the left when using the toilet. In Japan, peo-
ple cover their mouths when laughing and 
greet each other with a short bow, though 
the western tradition of shaking hands is 
becoming increasingly more commonplace 
there and in China. As ever, let local citizens 
make the fi rst move and then mirror them 
with awkward good grace (drawing the line 
at the nose picking, however).

Language is a starting point. It’s always 
wise to learn a few key phrases that can be 
trotted out in everyday situations even if the 
person you’re interacting with has a smatter-
ing of English at their command. Saying “per 
favore” and “grazie” to a gelato clerk in Flor-
ence will earn more cultural merit points 
than “please” and “thank you,” even if you 
mangle the pronunciation. Mistakes are fi ne. 
Again, it’s the effort that counts, according 
to Mary Murray Bosrock, author of European 
Business Customs & Manners. Either carry a 
pocket-sized glossary of key foreign words 
while learning the necessary basics or choose 
from a range of translation apps for your 
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F FOG HADN’T GROUNDED MY FLIGHT, I’D 
be crunching stale pretzels on my way 
back to Saskatoon about now. Instead, 
having just completed summer baseball 

clinics in Rankin Inlet, I take up an offer from 
my clinic liaison, Pujjuut Kusugak, who 
calls me at the B&B. “Will you come with us 
to Marble? We are going out on the land.”

Soon, we’re pushing off the docks and 
starting up the outboards. The two boats are 
aluminum with a ramshackle wooden cabin 
area towards the middle. I’m in one with 
Pujjuut and his cousin Wayne. Sebastian, 
Tommy and Atuat are in the other boat. 
They’re here to hunt seals but will take me to 
see Marble Island along the way. We head 
straight out onto Hudson Bay and before 
long nothing is visible but water in all direc-
tions, the fog gradually lifting. I deeply 
inhale the crisp fresh air. The sea melds with 
the sky like a grey-blue blanket over the 
sleepy bay. Glassy water breaks when a seal 
head pops up for air. The boat circles and 
slows after the gun fi res the kill shot.

Harpooned quickly in case it will kivik, or 
sink, Tommy pulls the seal towards the boat. 
It takes two of the men to lift the slippery 
animal out of the water, resting half of it on 
the edge of the boat before a fi nal burst of 
strength brings the seal entirely aboard. By 
the end of the morning, Sebastian is grinning 
at the harvest – one harp, one ringed and 
one 90-kilogram bearded seal. “An Arctic 
zoo for this guy to see!”

The guys chat on their CB radio with other 
boats on the bay. Their native language, Inuk-
titut, is laced with smatterings of English. One 
word keeps popping up, followed by giggles.

“What is kah-bloo-nah?” I ask.
“Qablunaaq? You,” says Pujjuut.
“Me?”
“White guy. Qablunaaq means white 

man. You are a good luck charm today, and 
other people want us to lend you to them for 
a while so they can have a good hunt too.”

After an hour we duck into a small cove 
and drop anchor off Marble Island. Sebas-
tian, pointing to his right, says, “You will 
crawl on that land soon.” He must be joking.

The hot tea, sun and calm during our 
stop intensify the warmth of the insulated, 

postcards
Island rule: On the rocks in 
Hudson Bay

I

The wet, jagged rock hurts my knees 
through the orange survival suit, scratching 
my hands with each pull forward. Laughter 
and comments in Inuktitut abound. Finally, 
I make it up the bank and stand up in relief. 
Around me, there’s the stillness of the water 
on Hudson Bay, the sepia and white rock of 
the island and my companions busying 
themselves with the seal carcasses. This 
moment will never be duplicated.

It’s late in the day. Time to head back. 
The wind has picked up and choppy waves 
increase in height. The bow of our boat 
bounces like an old car over potholes. Sud-
denly, the nose of our vessel drops and 
pierces a wave. Water rushes up to the gun-
wales, sloshing inside the boat. The engine 
sputters and cuts out.

Rocking with the waves, we trade stunned 
glances. Sebastian, Tommy and Atuat motor 
off ahead of us, oblivious. It’s 9 p.m., and I’m 
cold, hungry and wet. Pujjuut repeatedly 
pulls on the cord of the motor like a frustrated 
kid trying to start a lawnmower. He takes the 
cover off the engine and starts working. We 
are helplessly adrift on an awakened Hudson 
Bay. Fifteen minutes feels like five hours. 
But Pujjuut works without complaint, tin-
kering with the metal parts of the outboard, 
immune to the cold. Finally, a sputter and 
puff of exhaust. Relief. We are on our way, 
heading towards Rankin Inlet, just as the 
fog begins to thicken again.  –Brent Loehr

orange fl otation suit I wear. I unzip the top 
half for instant relief. Earlier I questioned 
why the qablunaaq was the only one wear-
ing this get-up and why everyone else 
appeared underdressed. “We know what 
happens if we fall overboard . . . no chance. 
Wearing that suit helps keep sanity for fi rst-
timers though.” I dunk my hand into the 
sea. Frigid. Like digging for a canned drink at 
the bottom of a plastic cooler fi lled with ice.

The engine of our boat sputters a few times 
and then kicks in, allowing us to continue 
to the shore where the seals are dragged 
onto the rocks.

“Don’t go too far,” Sebastian warns. “You 
are going to crawl.”

“You are serious?”
“Sure. You must crawl on your hands and 

knees to dry land. It is out of respect for the 
spirits that live here.”

“You can do what you want,” Pujjuut 
says, “but if you don’t crawl, many believe 
you will be cursed with bad luck the rest of 
your life.”

“OK. But why aren’t you guys crawling 
then?”

“We have all been here before. You only 
have to do it on your fi rst trip.” Not crawling 
is said to shorten one’s life, he adds, and 
some say that visitors will die one year after 
being on the island if they don’t get down 
on all fours.

The long-short: I need to crawl.
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Has Sprung

(top) Ukrainian dancers usher in spring during 
the annual Vesna Festival in May; (above) 
demonstrating the tradition of dyeing layers 
of colour to create a pysanka, or Ukrainian 
Easter egg.

“UKRAINIANS  love to party!” says 
Judy-Ann Chabun, an organizer of 
Saskatoon’s annual Vesna Festival. 
Dancers in bright dresses whirl by revel-
lers mingling on the fl oor and at tables. 
Celebrating the arrival of spring, or 
vesna, the event is a big (1,000 visitors a 
day) and colourful nod to Saskatche-
wan’s Ukrainian heritage. Still, one 
doesn’t have to be Ukrainian to join in 
the fun. “Our aim is to promote culture 
– art, dance and music – and give 
budding artists an opportunity to be 
exposed to the community,” says Andy 
Smycniuk, one of the original organiz-
ers of the Vesna Festival 38 years ago.

Think of it as a big Ukrainian wed-
ding, but without the bride and groom. 
There’s a banquet, bands, dancing and 
non-stop entertainment until the wee 
hours of the morning. Borscht, cabbage 
rolls and chicken Kiev are later burned 
off during the Hopak, a traditional 
dance of high kicks, spins and jumps. 
This year, Canadian comedian Roman 
Danylo and the Saskatoon-based 

Pavlychenko Folklorique Ensemble are 
among Friday’s Just 4 Kicks Comedy 
Show & Cabaret lineup. Local as well 
as international performers take over 
during Saturday’s Traditional Family 
Celebration. On the quieter side, the 
miniature village market showcases 
such wares as wooden nesting dolls 
from Russia and traditional Ukrainian 
embroidered shirts; and the Cultural 
Room enlightens with a variety of 
guests (in 2011, Calgary pysanka artist 
Daena Diduck demonstrated the intri-
cate art of colouring Ukrainian Easter 
eggs). Magicians and entertainers ham 
it up in the children’s area, while Café 
Kyiv serves up coffee and desserts, 
including the Kyivsky torte, rich in 
ground walnuts and chocolate.

The Vesna Festival runs Friday and 
Saturday nights, every Mother’s Day 
weekend (May 11-12, 2012) at TCU 
Place, Saskatoon. Tickets $30; $50 for 
a weekend pass.

i   vesnafestival.com
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Without a single formal trail on its 
movie-set landscape until 2010, Grasslands 
National Park fi nds itself in a unique posi-
tion. Where most parks inherit existing trails 
built without much forethought or planning, 
Parks Canada staff here started from scratch 

and are doing it right. The gentle initial route, the family-friendly 
500-metre Top Dog Town Trail off Ecotour Road, was fi nished two 
years ago. A two-kilometre trail looping around Eagle Butte was com-
pleted in 2011, with an adjoining loop around 70 Mile Butte planned 
for the future. The goal with these West Block trails is to preserve the 
park’s views and ecology in the most sustainable, low-impact ways pos-
sible. The wide-open landscape, of course, is a unique variable. While 
trails and humans disappear in a forest, they stand out in bold relief on 
the prairie. The decision was made to build trails with local materials to 
help them blend with the setting. Routes would meander lazily rather 
than follow a straight line, creating a feeling of solitude.

The park is carrying over its minimal-footprint ethos to other areas 
too: a new campground, opening this summer, will be painted to 
blend into the prairie landscape. –Ryan Stuart

i   pc.gc.ca/pn-np/sk/grasslands/index.aspx

IN THE SAME WAY that an 
army marches on its stom-
ach, Canada’s Olympic ath-
letes compete in London 
thanks in part to the kitchen 
wizardry of Saskatchewan 
chef Anthony McCarthy. The 
Saskatoon Club’s 42-year-old 
top toque represented his 
province at the Canadian 
Culinary Championships 
(CCC) in Kelowna in February, 
as a contestant in the fi nale 
to the Gold Medal Plates 
cook-offs that have helped 
raise more than $5 million 
for Canada’s Olympic and 
Paralympic athletes. 

Although McCarthy did not make the podium, he more than 
held his own among such big-city heavyweights as Ottawa’s 
Marc Lepine (gold), Vancouver’s Rob Feenie (silver) and 
Montreal’s Jean-Phillipe St-Denis (bronze). 

Head judge James Chatto deemed the ex-Brit’s wine pairing 
of duck breast with Nichol Vineyard’s 2007 Cabernet Franc-
Syrah to be one of the evening’s best matches. During a 
morning challenge, the 
gastro guru also praised 
McCarthy’s clever decision 
to serve Lake Diefen baker 
steelhead trout as break-
fast with a baked-apple 
smoothie and wild-rice-
potato pancake. (The 
other contestants served dinners to the bleary-eyed judges in 
the pre-noon fog.) Competition rules will sideline McCarthy for 
the 2013 CCC, which gives him some downtime to watch Cana-
dian athletes chase gold on the world stage. —Rob Howatson

(above) Saskatoon chef 
Anthony McCarthy; 
(below) his trout and 
baked-apple smoothie 
breakfast.

The Top Dog Town 
Trail winds through 
a black-tailed prairie 
dog colony along 
the Frenchman 
River Valley.

On the Right Path

Feed ’em and Reap

DURING THE 2011 North American Travel Journalists 
Association (NATJA) Awards Competition, “Alaska, Ahoy!” 

by Westworld Saskatchewan editor Sheila Hansen 
took home Bronze in the Cruises — Print category. The feature 
on Disney’s inaugural cruise to Alaska ran in the fall 2011 issues 
of Westworld Saskatchewan and Going Places, as well as in the 
September 2011 issue of Westworld Alberta. 

i   natja.org/awards/2011/winners, caask.ca/digital_edition.html

Bronze Rush
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AZING UP INTO AN AQUA-BLUE 
sky on one of the year’s longest 
days, I feel as if I’m inside an 
aquarium. There’s a giant deep-

sea diver undulating back and forth over-
head, pursued by a school of fi sh wavering 
from side to side. An enormous multi-
coloured alligator lunges to and fro, along 
with whales, a manta ray, huge lobster, lizard 
and family of sea horses – all much, much 
larger than life. I can’t help but let out a 

happy little laugh. This is the ideal begin-
ning to a magical weekend.

Standing on a windswept hill on the 
southern outskirts of Swift Current, I’m 
here to scope out the seventh annual Wind-
scape Kite Festival: two days of kite fl ying, 
kite-making workshops and eclectic art and 
exhibits. As a bonus, here on the nearest 
June weekend to the summer solstice, there 
are also some great musical performances 
on offer during the affiliated Long Day’s 

getaways

Blown Away
Discovering magic at the end of a string during 
Swift Current’s annual kite festival     

story & photography by Darrell Noakes

G
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Night Music Festival.
This is defi nitely the right place for a kite 

festival. It’s windy here. All the time. Perfect 
conditions for fl ying a kite. It’s no accident 
that SaskPower’s 30-square-kilometre Cen-
tennial Wind Power Facility – the second 
biggest in Canada – is located nearby. 

This is a big event on the Swift Current cal-
endar, and downtown shops and businesses 
have jumped into the spirit of the weekend. 
Almost every store window sports some sort of 
kite display. Some have simple construction- 
paper kites taped to the inside of the glass. 
Many, such as the Salvation Army thrift shop, 
have gone all out, creating elaborate exhibits 
with colourful fabric kites suspended as if they 
were being held aloft in the wind.

“Everyone gets behind the kite festival,” 
says Garry Koebel, owner of Sputtergotch 

(“that’s how my kids pronounced ‘butter-
scotch’ when they were younger”) Toy Com-
pany. “All the big ones are sold,” he says, 
gesturing toward his kites. He has plenty of 
smaller kites left, all of them a lot more 
colourful and durable than the simple dia-
mond kites I used to glue together from bal-
sawood and tissue paper when I was a kid.

I don’t need a kite, though. I already have 
one – a compact parafoil purchased years 
ago for a long bicycle tour through southern 
Saskatchewan. With no awkward, bulky 
spars, parafoils rely on the wind to give them 
shape; whenever strong headwinds threat-
ened to demoralize our group of cyclists, we 
simply unfurled our kites.

Finding my way to the festival site out-
side of town is a breeze. Bright red paper 
kites strung up along the city’s major thor-

oughfares lead the way to Southwest Hill. A 
mile or more from the site, you can’t miss 
the sky fi lled with kites swaying back and 
forth. I’m struck by the immensity of some 
of the single-line kites. The scuba diver is 
easily nine to 12 metres long. No wonder 
from afar the kites appeared to sway so lan-
guidly in the stiff west wind.

I start walking alongside the fields 
reserved for “celebrity” fliers, namely the 
sport’s true professionals and enthusiasts 
who’ve come here from as far away as Europe. 
Past the kinetic wind sculpture garden and 
the Art Gallery of Swift Current windsock dis-
play, and beyond the main stage, Windscape 

Kites soar high above the crowds at the 
Windscape Kite Festival; (opposite) celebrity 
fl ier Bud Taylor, from Airdrie, Alberta.
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noting the inland grain terminals, the rail-
way and the distant urban development. Yet 
the puffy, cotton-batten clouds scurrying 
across the sky seem close enough to touch.

To the southwest, a white-topped cloud 
with an ominously dark underside looms up 
from the horizon. It reaches toward the festi-
val site like an outstretched hand, still a long 
way off in the deep blue sky that surrounds 
the festival. The winds are getting stronger.

Terence Côté, from Coronach, saw a poster 
advertising Windscape at his local library. 
Seeing that the dates coincided with his 
daughter’s birthday, he decided to bring her 
and several friends to Swift Current for the 
festival. They got a kite for free, he says. Some-
one was walking by with an extra and kindly 
handed it to them. “That person said, ‘It was 
given to me, and now I’m giving it to you,’ ” 
explains Côté. “So, I’ll pass it on before I 
leave!” Watching me watch the sky, Côté 
adds: “It’s a perfect day for scenery, a perfect 
day for wind!”

Mike Shaw comes to Windscape every 
other year from his home in Bismarck, 
North Dakota. Like many dedicated festival-
goers, Shaw builds his own kites. Kite build-
ing can be an intricate process, I learn. Shaw 
works in appliqué and piecework tech-
niques. Piecework is like stitching a quilt, 
with each panel cut to shape and sewn to 
the next. With appliqué, fabric is built up in 
layers, the design outlined in stitching, then 
cut to reveal each layer to produce the 
desired image or design.

It can take 20 hours or more to build a kite, 
Shaw explains. The basic pattern typically goes 
quickly. The details take longer, with the pock-
ets (where the spine and spars are inserted) 
and reinforcements taking the most time. 
Shaw says there can be 150 to 250 individual 
pieces in the construction of some kites.

Bernhard Dingwerth travelled from Ger-
many just to attend Windscape. No surprise, 
not when I learn that he travelled to 14 coun-
tries last year to fl y his kites. Although he’s 
fl own in Canada before, this is his fi rst time 
in Swift Current and his fi rst kite festival in 
Canada. “It’s my hobby,” he says. “Travel-
ling [to fly kites] is different than being a 
tourist. You are with the people, not at ‘tour-
ist’ places. Kite fl iers from around the world 
are like a big family.”

Looking around, Dingwerth notes that 
“the wind is a bit strong today.” We both let 
our eyes linger on the dark cloud I saw earlier. 
It’s closer now, a tall, anvil-shaped cumulo-
nimbus. Grey streaks of rain angle beneath it. 

arms supporting colourful blown-glass balls 
that whirl and twirl around us. “I love doing 
this, coming to Windscape,” Pell yells over 
the rising wind. He hasn’t missed a festival 
since launching Wingnut Enterprizes in Bel-
levue, northeast of Saskatoon, four years ago. 

At the end of another path, outlined in 
hay bales, the public flying field extends 
another 200 metres or so, ending at a fi eld of 
alfalfa. From there, it’s farmland, range land 
and open prairie as far as the eye can see. It 
feels like a long way to Swift Current, nestled 
in the valley. I pause to scan the horizon, 

Bistro and kids’ tent, I fi nally run across Bud 
Taylor at the end of a 600-metre hike. One of 
the celebrity fl iers at Windscape 2011, Taylor 
explains that he started fl ying and building 
kites 22 years ago and loved it so much he 
turned it into a business, The Kite Guys, in 
his Airdrie, Alberta, hometown. “ ‘Kite’ is my 
middle name,” he says. Like so many of the 
fl iers I meet, Taylor can’t seem to stop laugh-
ing and smiling.

Adjacent to Taylor’s exhibit, Don Pell has 
filled an area the size of a city lot with his 
whimsical wind sculptures, their forged iron 

PRESENTS
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There’s a fl ash of lightning. My new German 
acquaintance decides it’ll soon be time to 
bring down the kites. But fi rst, he’ll let his 
giant frogs, alligator and lizard frolic in the 
wind a little longer. I decide to head back to 
town, fi nd dinner and get some rest.

WINDSCAPE IS A BIG DEAL ON THE KITE CIRCUIT

for regular fl iers. “We are the largest festival 
in Western Canada,” Windscape coordina-
tor Shann Gowan tells me when I reach her 
after the rush of the two-day festival. “There 
is a large one in Dieppe [New Brunswick] 
every second year, a fi ve-day event with 

fl iers from around the world. There are a few 
large festivals in the U.S. and many more 
larger festivals in Europe and Asia.”

Since becoming an annual event in 2005, 
the Swift Current festival has grown steadily. 
More than 6,000 people are here along with 
me, a 50 per cent increase over 2010. Almost 
half the attendees are from outside the area. 
“People come from as far away as Poland, 
Switzerland, Holland and many locations 
in Canada and the U.S.A.,” Gowan says. 
“We have over 50 celebrity fliers from 
France, Germany, the U.S.A. and Canada.” 

That’s a tremendous achievement for an 

event that began quietly in 1998 when the 
Art Gallery of Swift Current hosted an exhi-
bition of art by Canadian kite builders. “As 
part of the exhibition, we invited fliers to 
Swift Current and hosted a kite festival,” 
Gowan says. “We did not do it again until 
2005 when I began organizing it to comple-
ment my music festival, which had been 
running since 2003.”

Fliers from around the world prepare 
their kites for launch, including (left) 
Bernhard Dingwerth and Andreas 
Napravnik of Germany.
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Each year, more kite artists and perform-
ers show interest, Gowan says. “We started 
with about 20 celebrity fl iers. Every year we 
try to make the event bigger and better – 
adding new components and improving 
the old ones. Our straw bale maze was 
added two years ago and we 
continue to expand on it each 
year. This year we added a 
splatter mural for the chil-
dren.” Although traction buggy 
riders have always attended, 
adds Gowan, the kite boarders 
were new in 2011.

I SHOW UP EARLY ON SUNDAY 
morning determined to fl y my 
own kite. On my way to the 
public flying fields, I’m distracted by the 
multi-line demonstrations. Though some 20 
performances are held each day, I was so taken 
by the enormity and whimsy of the infl at-
able single-line kites on my fi rst day that I 
barely noticed their multi-line counterparts.

I’ve arrived just as the Rev Riders, a four-
person quad line kite demonstration and per-
formance team based in New England, are 
ready to shine. Their four-string Revolution 

kites loop and weave in the air, stop impossi-
bly in mid-fl ight, then wheel and swoop in 
an aerial dance choreographed to music. 

Walking to the downwind edge of the 
public fi eld, I dodge kites bobbing crazily all 
around me. The wind, even stronger than 

yesterday, spirals many of the 
kites into the ground in brutal 
nose-dives. Celebrity fl iers rush 
over to show mothers, fathers 
and children how to trim their 
kites to keep them aloft.

I pull my parafoil out of 
my pocket and keep it tightly 
folded as I attach the line. I 
unfurl the kite, letting the 
wind give it shape, carefully 
watching that the bridle lines 

don’t entangle as the ripstop polyester sail 
crackles in the wind. Then, I hold out my 
hand, release the kite and loosen my grip 
on the reel. The kite soars upward as 150 
metres of 50-pound test-braided polyester 
line whistles past my fingers. Within 
moments, the kite shrinks to a bright red 
speck against the clouds.

I’ve often thought about dangling a cam-
era from my kite, to get a bird’s-eye view of 
the world. But standing there, gazing up the 
length of the string, feeling the rhythmic tug 
of the wind as the kite sways back and forth 
high above, it occurs to me that the magic of 
flying a kite comes from lifting your eyes 
away from the ground and up into the sky. It 
comes from letting your imagination soar 
up the string and into the clouds. It’s the 
process of looking up from below – not the 
looking down from above – that makes kite 
flying so magical. Gazing around at the 
other fliers, I can tell from the awestruck 

looks on their faces that the kids in particu-
lar understand exactly what I mean.

I watch my simple little kite for a long 
time, but the winds are rising ferociously, 
shaking the festival tents. Kites seem to be 
having a hard time staying aloft. More criti-
cally, I can see thunderheads rising up in every 
direction. It takes me nearly an hour to labou-
riously tug the kite closer and wind the string 
back onto the reel. As I stroll back through the 
Windscape fields, among the dancing and 
swaying kites, past the exhibits and tents, I 
feel as though I’ve captured and tucked a piece 
of the Swift Current wind into my pocket 
along with my tightly folded parafoil. I’ve 
unfurled my wings and will enjoy the last 
hours of this wonderful weekend with an eye 
on the sky and both feet on the ground. 
The Windscape Kite Festival runs June 23-24, 
2012, and is free.
i   windscapekitefestival.ca

(left) Bernhard Dingwerth’s giant frogs 
and alligator; (centre) Terence Côté shows 
his daughter’s friend how to fl y a kite; 
(bottom) Bellevue’s Don Pell and his 
whimsical wind sculptures.

rock before you fl y
If you arrive ahead of the Windscape Kite 
Festival, you can catch some big-name 
entertainment under the stars at the Long 
Day’s Night Music Festival (June 21-24, 
2012). The music festival shares the South-
west Hill site with the kite festival.

Long Day’s Night launched next door to 
the Art Gallery of Swift Current in 2003 as an 
extension of the Blenders Concert Series 
(which features well-known Canadian artists 
like Ron Sexsmith and Blackie & the Rodeo 
Kings in the gallery’s Lyric Theatre). In 2004, 
the outdoor music festival moved to its hill-
top site. This year’s performers include 
Yukon Blonde (“alternately described as alt-
country, pop and ‘60s retro rock” reads the 
festival website) and Vancouver-based Delhi 
2 Dublin. Four-night festival passes available. 
i   windscapekitefestival.ca/long-days-

night-music-festival, artgalleryofswift-

current.org

WHERE TO STAY
Swift Current has 15 hotels and motels, 
three bed-and-breakfasts and three camp-
grounds; book before you go. � —D.N.  
i   tourismswiftcurrent.ca
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out & about
inSaskatchewan

May 25-27: Canadian Professional Chuckwagon 
Association (CPCA) Season Kickoff
Enjoy a weekend of entertainment and 
excitement as the big wagons roll, and 
horses, drivers and outriders kick off the fi rst 
race of the CPCA 2012 season at the North 
Battleford Exhibition Grounds. Advance three-
day passes are available at the AgriVilla 
offi ce: $39 for adults, $20 for students 
(13-17 years) and $5 for children (six-12 years). 
Daily admission: $15 for adults, $10 for 
students and $3 for children. 306-445-2024, 
306-445-6743; agsociety.com

May 2-30: Birch Hills Museum Open House 
Every Wednesday. Former hospital building, 
7 Wilson Street. 306-749-2262; bhmuseum@
yahoo.ca, birchhills.ca

May 19-20: 6th Annual Sam’s Barrel Racing 
Extravaganza Coalfi eld Equine Centre, 
Bienfait. 306-421-7839, 306-486-4404; 
saskbarrelracing.com

June 2-3: Dalmeny Days Centennial Park. 
306-254-2133; dalmeny.ca

June 8-9: Chaplin Lake Shore Bird Festival 
Hwy. 1, 45 minutes from Moose Jaw. 306-395-
2770, 306-395-2277; chaplintourism.com

June 9: Edenwold Centennial Celebration 
villageofedenwold.ca, facebook.com/
groups/EdenwoldCentennial

July 1: 100 Mile Mall and Canada Day 
Celebrations Along Hwy. 1, including the 
communities of Broadview, Grenfell, 
Sintaluta, Whitewood and Wolseley. 
306-735-4146; townofwhitewood.ca

July 11-14: Lloydminster Colonial Days Fair 
Lloydminster Exhibition Grounds, 
5521 49th Ave. 306-825-5571; lloydexh.com

August 3-5: Herbert 100-Year Anniversary. 
306-784-2400; townofherbert.com

August 25: St. Walburg Wild Blueberry Festival 
Downtown. 306-248-3551; stwalburgwild-
berryfestival@yahoo.ca, stwalburg.com 

Events courtesy of 
Tourism Saskatchewan. 
Events and dates 
subject to change. 
1-877-2Escape; 
2escape.com
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Paddling back to the past on the 
South Saskatchewan River.

   Gabriel ‘s
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very time I pass the bronze statue of Gabriel 

Dumont at the foot of Saskatoon’s Broadway 

Bridge, I think about what might have been. 

Dumont is astride a lively pony, the reins in one hand, 

a lever-action rifl e in his other. He is coming upstream, 

with a message it seems. If only Dumont and the Louis 

Riel revolution had had Twitter . . .   

I pass old Gabriel now, on my way to join a company 

of paddlers for a weekend on the South Saskatchewan 

River. We’ll be travelling downriver and back in time, 

into the heart of the Metis society that could have 

been the blueprint for young Canada. � 
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   Gabriel ‘sabriel ‘s   Country
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALLAN CASEY

A canoe trip on the South Saskatchewan passes by 
the picture-perfect backdrop of early Metis times. 
But it also poses the question: What if?
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Saskatchewan is an inventive place. We 
gave the world Medicare, Joni Mitchell and 
watermelon football helmets. Sadly, what 
should have been our greatest invention 
never quite succeeded. It was in the spring 
of 1885 that Riel, Dumont and the Metis 
came within a whisker of creating multicul-
turalism a century ahead of time.

I’ve never mustered for guerilla war, but I 
guess it might resemble the scene on Cliff 
Speer’s front lawn. For years I’ve heard good 
things about his CanoeSki Discovery Com-
pany and innovative theme-based trips in 
my proverbial backyard. What I assume will 
be a quiet party of maybe six paddlers is a 
rowdy two dozen, plus some well-wishers. 
Like any irregular militia, there’s no way to 
know who’s in charge, but presumably it’s 
the folks shouting for everyone to put their 
stuff into dry bags, get sized for a paddle, 
pick up a whistle and a map, and choose a 
seat in one of the canoe-topped vehicles.

John A. MacDonald would certainly 
think us a ragtag western mob. Our fl otilla 
includes two sleepy teenagers, a senior citi-
zen motorcyclist, a conceptual artist, a retired 
scientist and a mother-son duo who won the 
trip in a local contest. We pile into vans to 
reach the launch point at Hague Ferry, down-
stream of Saskatoon. Here we are joined by 
an archaeologist who is as close to a real-life 
Indiana Jones as I’ve ever met, with an action-
hero name to match: Butch Amundson.

It takes a long time to get afl oat with such 

a large crew, many of them novices, so it is 
pressing noon before we are paddling. I am 
paired with a big guy named Al, one of 
Speer’s cadre of deputies who regularly 
accompany him on a work-for-passage basis. 
We are assigned to the rearguard, to keep the 
stragglers moving. Lacking the authority to 
hang, fl og or even cut their rations, there is 
little we can really do, and progress is slow. 
Well, the point of a flatwater trip like this 
anyway is to enjoy the view.

There’s plenty of it. I’ve always felt the 
Saskatchewan River is an unsung paddling 
gem. The valley spreads to nearly a kilometre 
wide, and to descend into it is to leave the 
gridded monotony of the prairie behind and 
enter a vestige of the West that remains 
much the way Gabriel Dumont would have 
seen it. On this late summer day it is a wild 
corridor where bald eagles gyre their way 
south in pursuit of the migrating geese 
fl ocks. At each meander of the river, a low 
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sandbar of willow and cottonwood takes the 
inside bend; a high cutbank rises opposite. 
These cliffs of mud and till rise nearly verti-
cal to the prairie rim 60 metres above, their 
faces pocked with swallows’ nests.

We take a lunch of egg salad sandwiches 
and stretch our legs on a mud foreshore 
thick with dewy grass, then continue down-
stream. Rounded boulders breach the sur-
face. It’s easy enough to avoid them by 
canoe, but I marvel that the old riverboats 
could navigate these shoal and shifting 
waters. We come ashore again, at a fl at that 
looks familiar, and I realize we have reached 
Fish Creek. Metis country!

Fish Creek is a national historic site where 
a thousand red-coated Canadian govern-
ment militia took a famous drubbing from 
Dumont and 150 of his Metis brothers – just 
one chapter of the so-called North-West 
Rebellion. Our resident expert Butch 
Amundson leads us on a climb up the coulee 
to the prairie, where a stone cairn commem-
orates the battle of March 1885.

Amundson is chief archaeologist for a 
Saskatoon environmental consulting fi rm 
and logs thousands of grid-road miles a year 
protecting Saskatchewan’s 23,000-odd 
archaeological sites from construction dig-
ging. Fit, deeply tanned, wearing khaki 
shorts and a red cambric shirt, he’s a real-life 
adventure-archaeologist – except it’s a light 
canvas fl oppy instead of a dark fedora, and a 
GPS instead of a bullwhip. 
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a day in the parks
While Petite Ville lies on private land and is best 
experienced by canoe with a guide, Fish Creek 
and Batoche are Parks Canada National Historic 
Sites accessible by car. Visitors often under-
estimate the size of these two vast properties, 
which will easily fi ll a day.

From Saskatoon, reach Batoche via Highways 
11, 312 and 255. This was the bustling centre for 
the St. Laurent Metis; visit on a busy summer day 
to catch the fl avour of old. Listen for Fransaskois 
locals speaking their prairie French. The fi ne 
parish church commands the view, and down the 
short boardwalk is the rectory. Here, the blue 
Metis fl ag, resembling an infi nity sign, symbol-
izes the joining of two peoples. It is a surprisingly 
long hike down to the river landing — so take 
time to enjoy it. After, recharge with food and sit 
for a fi lm in the modern interpretive centre.

Departing Batoche, follow the Parks Canada 
signs south to Tourond’s Coulee/Fish Creek. On 
the way you cannot miss the grandly gaunt Fish 
Creek church, falling woefully into disrepair. 
Don’t try to visit because it stands on private 
property. In dry weather, look instead for the 
small Ukrainian graveyard hiding across the 
grid road to the east.

The Tourond’s Coulee/Fish Creek area is not 
just a battleground but a lovely pocket wilder-
ness. Explore the extensive wooded valley and 
follow the trail down to the Saskatchewan River 
landing from the stone cairn.

For a fun route back to Hwy. 11, follow the grid 
roads south to either Hague or Clarkboro ferries 
and fl oat your car over the river. It’s free. �  —A.C.

(opposite, clockwise from top) Take-out 
point at the National Historic Site of 
Batoche; named by the Metis, Petite Ville’s 
sand fl at of wolf willow and chokecherry 
makes for the trip’s campsite; breaking for 
lunch. (this page, clockwise from top) The 
cliff- and coulee-lined bank of the South 
Saskatchewan; Fish Creek’s decaying 
wooden church; archaeologist Butch 
Amundsen, a real-life Indiana Jones.
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“It wasn’t a rebellion,” Amundson says in 
deference to the modern Metis, who reject a 
word that implies they were mere rabble-
rousers against authority. “It was more like a 
civil war. These were people fighting for 
their homeland. That is something people 
don’t understand to this day.” The West was 
effectively ungoverned in 1885, and all in a 
fl ux. The bison were gone, land speculators 
were everywhere, settlers imminent. Unable 
to win any assurances for their future in the 
new Dominion, the Metis took military 
control of their territory between the arms 

of the Saskatchewan River. Chiefs Big Bear 
and Poundmaker, whose people were starv-
ing, were meanwhile staging actions of 
their own at Fort Pitt and Fort Battleford. In 
central Canada, it suited the MacDonald 
government to propagandize the unrest as 
an all-out rebellion – the perfect excuse to 
tame the West with gunpowder.

Military buffs have been picking the car-
cass of the Fish Creek battle for 125 years. 
So here are a few more bones. Major Gen-
eral Frederick Middleton led the Dominion 
militia. The complacent 60-year-old Brit, a 

veteran of the New Zealand Wars and the 
Indian Rebellion, felt superior to his indig-
enous foes. He allowed embedded journal-
ists to fi le reports of his troop movements 
to the eastern papers, smugly assuming the 
Metis didn’t read them. His supplies got 
stranded on a ferry, stuck fast on a sandbar. 
He brought a barge to get his men across 
the river, but forgot oars. And so on. As 
Amundson sums it up: “Middleton, he got 
his ass kicked.”

Middleton would not make the same 
mistake at Batoche a few weeks later, where 
the Metis were routed, their dreams of home-
land dashed. Frankly, I fi nd military history 
often distracts from much more important 
questions. Such as why government troops 
were ever sent to shoot at a people whose 
key demands were little more than offi cial 
bilingualism and freedom of religion.

We return to the boats for the last short 
leg of the day, descending past the village of 
Fish Creek and its sadly neglected wooden 
cathedral. After an hour, Speer waves us in to 
our camping place for the night, a gorgeous 
sand flat of wolf willow and chokecherry 
that the Metis called Petite Ville. The Metis 
followed the bison all summer, then sat out 
the winter in camps like this. Somehow, 
despite having lived along this river most of 
my life, I have never heard of Petite Ville. 
Bathed in warm evening light, its mood is 
much more lovely than any battlefi eld.

“This is the very last place where the 
Metis lived a bison-hunting lifestyle,” says 
Amundson. Thirty or 40 families, or hiver-
nants, wintered here each year in long-
houses, with windows of oiled bison 
parchment. We set about making it lively, at 
least for one night, fanning out to set up our 
shelters of nylon and aluminum. Cloaked by 
the waist-high grass are holes deep enough 
to swallow a Smart car. Amundson explains 
these are the remnants of refuse pits that lay 
under the fl oors of the Metis houses – each 
an archaeological trove. Among the fi nds are 
thousands of seed beads, the tiny glass deco-
rative beads the Metis still use in traditional 
clothing designs.

Speer and his crew turn back sod to lay a 
fi re and feed us hearty bison stew and wild 
rice. (Speer tells me later he even brought 
pemmican, forgetting to serve it in the rush 
of feeding the multitudes.) The clear, cold 
night carries a tang of fall. Our sleepy teen-
agers are waking up and reveal themselves 
to be choir singers of a calibre that would 
have impressed the very musical Metis. 
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Then the coyotes begin a music of their own, 
ancient and dissonant. A fog rolls in and it 
seems a good time to slip across the grass to 
tent and sleep.

I drift off thinking how Dumont himself 
might well have slumbered in this exact 
spot on the ground, he who knew the prai-
rie before roads and fences yet saw the 
future as the statesman he was. There is no 
better way to understand the Metis circa 
1885 than to peer into the life of this 
remarkable man who has been called a 
19th-century Che Guevara.

Dumont was born in 1837 in the Metis 
Red River Settlement of what is now Mani-
toba. Like his father, he made the usual Metis 
living hunting bison. He migrated slowly 
west with his kinsmen and met his bride, 
Madeleine Wilke, in the Dakota country. 
Even by 1860, the Dumonts knew the bison 
and the old ways were fading. So Gabriel set 
himself up as a ferryman on the South Sas-
katchewan, opening a general store near his 
landing and becoming leader of the Saint 
Laurent Settlement in 1873 – the fi rst local 
government between Winnipeg and the 
Rockies. He could not read or write, but he 
spoke six languages and concluded formal 
treaties with the Cree and Sioux.

Visionary and pragmatic, Dumont saw 
that the French language and the Catholic 
faith would be second-class in the new Cana-
dian West. The narrow river-lot farms of the 
Metis laid in the seigneurial system were 
bound to conflict with the grid of the 
advancing Dominion Land Survey. Dumont 
sent word to Louis Riel to return from exile 
in the United States and asked him to lead 
the St. Laurent Metis to statehood – as Riel 
had very nearly done in 1870 in Red River. 
Riel did return, and on March 19, he 
announced a Metis-led provisional govern-
ment at Batoche. It would last just three 
months. Riel would be dead on a Regina gal-
lows November 16 of that year, hanged as a 
traitor, and Dumont would take his own 
turn in exile in the U.S.

In the morning sunshine it is hard to tear 
ourselves away from Petite Ville. We walk the 
site in little groups, pick berries and talk 
about how the Metis got brushed aside when 
the country was born. Literally the children 
of a new society, with ties to both First 
Nations and European cultures, the Metis 
were our natural diplomats. But unlike the 
similarly placed mestizos, who became the 
face of modern Latin America, Canada’s 
Metis were sidelined. Their sensible ideas 

about protecting minority language and cul-
ture, formed in 1870, would eventually 
become enshrined in the constitution. Too 
bad it took more than 100 years. 

It is nearly noon before we get on the 
water, though it is not far to the take-out 
point at the National Historic Site of Batoche, 
even with a stiff headwind. We soon pass the 
bend in the river that many still call Gabriel’s 
Crossing, though a metal highway bridge 
now stands at his ferry landing.

After a few hours of easy paddling, a 
cross high on the riverbank marks Dumont’s 

grave at Batoche and the end of our trip. 
Following the failed uprising, Dumont 
went south and joined Buffalo Bill Cody’s 
Wild West Show as a marksman. When 
amnesty was granted to the “rebels,” he 
returned to the St. Laurent Settlement in 
time to see the province of Saskatchewan 
born. He died a year later. 
Allan Casey is a long-time contributor to 
Westworld. His book, Lakeland: Ballad 
of a Freshwater Country, won the 2010 
Governor General’s Award for non-fi ction. 
Visit allancasey.ca.
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Build it and they will come: 
So it goes with the 
Massachusetts Museum of 
Contemporary Art, or MASS 
MoCA, housed in a former 
factory. (opposite) The blue-
collar-town-turned-art-
mecca of North Adams.

The biggest Canadian art 
exhibit ever shown outside 
our country opens in 
small-town U.S.A.  
BY KAREN BURSHTEINNorth 

Adams, Eh?

F
OR DECADES, THE BERKSHIRES IN 
western Massachusetts have drawn 
vacationers to their apple-pie-and-
antiques towns. Hordes of leaf 
peepers arrive for fall foliage sea-
son. In summer, the culture vul-

tures bop from town to town for such standout 
events as the Tanglewood Music Festival in Lenox, 
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival in Becket and the 
Williamstown Theatre Festival, where Gwyneth 
Paltrow and other A-list actors have performed.

But there was always one community in the 
Berkshires that was out of the loop: North Adams. 
Until about a decade ago, you’d understand why 
if you drove through. While many of the afore-
mentioned beauty spots have long been famous 
for attracting the monied elite (think Edith Whar-
ton) from Boston and New York, North Adams is 
different. For most of its history, it was a blue-collar 
town notable for its factories and mills. The 
Sprague Electric factory (formerly a textile mill) 
produced capacitors round the clock during the 
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Second World War, becoming the biggest employer in the second 
half of the 20th century. When the plant shut down in the late 
1980s, the town pretty much folded along with it, becoming even 
more of an eyesore in the vivid New England landscape.

Some of the town’s visionaries saw the potential in the sprawling 
abandoned factory, however. In 1999, it sprang back to life as the 
remarkable MASS MoCA (the Massachusetts Museum of Contempo-
rary Art). Now covering more than 2.7 hectares (300,000 square feet), 
MASS MoCA is one of the largest contemporary art museums and 
performance spaces in the United States. It has been called America’s 
answer to the Tate Modern, London.

Befi tting its size, the museum focuses on big installation tempo-
rary exhibits along with cutting edge and experimental international 
art. This summer, MASS MoCA is dedicating a fair chunk of its space 
to a galaxy of the brightest stars in the contemporary Canadian art 
world. Oh, Canada, the largest survey of Canadian art ever shown 
outside our country, opens on May 27 for a 10-month run through 
April 1, 2013. It will feature a broad spectrum of established and 
up-and-coming but critically recognized artists – 62 in all from every 
province and nearly every territory. The show spans multiple gen-
erations and includes work in all media. 

Oh, Canada is the brainchild of MASS MoCA curator Denise 
Markonish. Her plan with the exhibit is to highlight some of the 
distinguishing characteristics of art made in Canada. She also 
wants to encourage American art enthusiasts to turn what she 
admits has until now been something of a blind eye towards the 
Canadian art world. 

Over lunch in the museum’s café, Markonish tells me that the 
show was a long-held aspiration, even something she pitched when 
she applied for her job at MASS MoCA. “I always loved the work of 
[international art world darlings] Douglas Coupland, Janet Cardiff, 
Marcel Dzama and David Altmejd,” she explains. “I didn’t realize 
they and many of my other favourite artists were Canadian. It 
became a real curiosity for me, and the only way to fi gure it out was 
with a show.”

Markonish has spent the past three years criss-crossing Canada, 
visiting hundreds of artists in studios, galleries and museums to 
gather works for the exhibit. She insists she had total freedom in 
selecting the artists, both from her superiors at MASS MoCA as well 
as from the Canada Council, which helped fund the exhibit. “I cer-
tainly started out thinking about doing a good representation across 
the country, but what I think makes this show different is that I came 
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in as an outsider without any politics about 
who I had to include in the show. In the end 
it was work I really loved.”

Among the artists she met up with in 
Saskatchewan were Amalie Atkins and Clint 
Neufeld, both of whom are featured in the 
show. Neufeld is a young sculptor based in 
Saskatoon who does conceptual ceramic 
transformations of engines. “I think it’s nice 
that someone from outside the country is 
doing a show,” he says. “That will help 
remove some of the geographic politics that 
exist in Canadian art. I think Denise did a 
good job of including emerging artists like 
myself with more established artists such as 
[Winnipeg native] Marcel Dzama, [Vancou-
ver’s] Douglas Coupland and [Ontario-born, 
Vancouver-based] Rebecca Belmore.”

Neufeld hopes the show will open the 
eyes of both Canadian artists and American 
art fans. “The border is this invisible barrier 
that I think really infi ltrates the Canadian 
artist’s mind. We tend to think east to west 
and not north/south, and I’m not sure why 
that is. I think Americans will get an idea of 
what is going on up here, too.”

 Another characteristic that makes MASS 
MoCA rare – besides its massive space and 
absence of standard museum white walls – is 
that it is a commissioning museum acquir-
ing work for its own collection. As a result, 
the museum will debut 15 new works for 
Oh, Canada. Notable among them is 
Toronto-based artist Kim Adams’s Optic 
Nerve, a car that has been altered to glow 
from within like a giant lamp. Quebec art 
collective BGL is designing and building 
crowd-control barriers that snake up the side 
of MASS MoCA’s iconic clock tower. And a 

massive outdoor work by Montreal’s Michel 
de Broin uses full-sized picnic tables as its 
basic building element. 

While Oh, Canada will definitely be a 
source of pride for Canada, the artists and 
curators alike understand that being part of 
art roundup shows can be tricky, especially 
when they “package” works that aren’t of a 
particular school but only a native home-
land. Markonish makes a point of calling her 
show “art that is made in Canada” rather 
than Canadian art.

Still, she found defi ning elements in the 
vastness of the Canadian art scene. “One of 
the things I noticed that was really strong 
across the country was a reliance on process 
and making – this can range from the con-
ceptual to craft-based. I also found a rigorous 
kind of studio practice within the Canadian 
art community. I found that really fascinat-
ing. Another interesting vein of Canadian art 
is identity. I saw that in First Nations artists 
like Rebecca Belmore and Kent Monkman, 
and other artists like Douglas Coupland, who 
creates interesting ways of asking questions 
about Canadian cultural identity.”

She adds: “Of course, Americans will 
be looking for humour, especially self-
deprecating humour, as that is a stereo-
typical Canadian quality, as is landscapes. 
It’s true that both of these were prevalent 
in a lot of the art I saw. But I didn’t want 
humour to be at the forefront. I didn’t want 
Americans to come and expect funny land-
scapes. I just want it to be an eye-opener to 
the great art coming out of Canada now, 
and to start a conversation between Ameri-
cans and the art from right next door, which 
is too under the radar.”

OH, CANADA WILL BE A SIGNIFICANT ATTRAC-
tion in the Berkshires this summer, fall and 
winter, to be sure, but it’s just one among 
many in an area bursting with other cultural 
highlights. Foodies will enjoy the local farm-
to-table dining scene. And antique hunters 
will delight in the possibility of scoring rare 
pieces of Shaker furniture and other vintage 
Americana at the many charming antique 
shops scattered throughout the region. 

A favourite home base for visitors in 
North Adams is Porches Inn, mere steps 
from MASS MoCA. Like the museum, the 

“I just want it to be an eye-opener to the great art coming out of Canada.”
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inn was part and parcel of the town’s 
dramatic restoration in the 1990s. It features 
a row of once decrepit, now beautifully 
restored clapboard houses that back in the 
day were residences for workers employed 
at Sprague Electric. The imaginative, sensi-
tively renovated design fuses the town’s his-
tory with a great sense of fun. Rooms are 
done in a style that has been described as 
“industrial granny chic,” with wide wood 
plank fl oors painted in New England colours 
like pumpkin, sage and blueberry. There are 
also some delightfully sly homages to the 
inn’s history. Breakfasts are delivered to your 
room in a metal lunchbox. Room safes are 
hidden behind paint-by-number paintings, 

and the walls are decorated with memora-
bilia from the Mohawk Trail, part of the 
iconic Route 66. The inn’s six row houses 
(featuring 47 rooms in all) are linked 
together by the inviting, all-American archi-
tectural feature that gives Porches its name. 

Creativity is spilling out all over North 
Adams. When MASS MoCA opened, the 
town was in an alarming state of decline. A 
little more than a decade later its stock of 
mills and once-shuttered Main Street stores 
has been transformed into one delightful gal-
lery and art space after the next. North 
Adams’s growing reputation as an art mecca 
has driven tourism, and that in turn has 
given rise to cafés, restaurants and retail 
spots. Artists are coming to live and work 
here from all over the U.S. and abroad, 
encouraged by the creative atmosphere as 
well as the cheap prices for work/live spaces.

All of this is a long way from North 
Adams’s factory town past. I have to ask 
Jonathan Secor, a local arts activist who has 
helped spearhead the downtown transfor-
mation, what the “townies” think of North 
Adams’s new face. “We do get the odd guy 
yelling ‘art queer’ from his car window as he 
drives by,” he says with a laugh as we tour 
downtown. “But largely the town has been 
incredibly enthusiastic and participatory.” 

Among the storefront galleries we visit 
is one belonging to Jarvis Rockwell, the 
octogenarian son of Norman. Jarvis’s high 
concept art is antithetical to his famous 
father’s seemingly wholesome Americana. 
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(above) MASS MoCA has been called 
America’s answer to the Tate Modern, 
London; (l-r) Toronto-based Kim Adams’s 
Optic Nerve glowing car; conceptual 
ceramic engine by Saskatoon’s Clint 
Neufeld; a repurposed factory building, 
MASS MoCA’s galleries are lofty; Sol 
LeWitt painting at MASS MoCA; (below) 
the restored Porches Inn.
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(The father and son had a strained relation-
ship, I hear.) Front and centre in Jarvis’s art 
space is a striking piece called Maya, a 
3.3-metre-tall pyramid inspired by the 
Hindu temples he saw in India and lined 
with thousands of action and science fi c-
tion fi gures. Jarvis, who likes to spout apho-
risms about the meaning of life, has become 
something of a guru to the younger artists 
who have settled in North Adams.

I spend another full day at Williams-
town, just west of North Adams. This is pri-
marily a college town, home to preppy 
Williams College. But Williamstown has a 
few stellar artistic draws of its own, notably 
the extraordinary Sterling and Francine 
Clark Art Institute. Bequeathed by a collector 
of Renoir, Monet and Degas, this is one of 
North America’s great collections of impres-
sionism. The setting, in an estate on the 
rolling hill amid mountains that inspired 
American creative giants like Longfellow, 
Hawthorne and Thoreau, is worth the trip in 
itself. And the college has its own collection 
that comprises the Williams College Museum 
of Art, which actively collects works by 20th-
century heavyweights (including a remark-
able series of wall drawings by Sol LeWitt). 

All told, the Berkshires shape up as this 
year’s Grand Tour for art enthusiasts. Combine 
a visit here with a few days of awestruck loiter-
ing in New York City’s great museums. Or fl y 
direct to Albany or Hartford, book a car and 
make tracks for this green and leafy postcard 
getaway. Bring hiking boots for jaunts along 
the Appalachian Trail. And consider learning 
how to whistle the national anthem. It’s sure 
to guarantee a warm welcome in North Adams 
at the very least. Oh, Canada, indeed! 

art is in the details
WHERE TO STAY
■ The Porches Inn at MASS MoCA
231 River St., North Adams
413-664-0400; porches.com

■ Clover Hill Farm
Families will enjoy this expansive and bucolic farm 
with sweeping mountain views and visits with 
farm animals. The inn offers a self-contained 
apartment unit with full kitchen.
249 Adams Rd., Williamstown
413-458-3376; cloverhillfarm.net

WHERE TO SHOP
■ River Hill Pottery
At the Eclipse Mill Artist Lofts live/work space, 
browse handmade clay baskets and other 
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collectables by transplanted midwestern artists 
Phil and Gail Sellers.
243 Union Street, North Adams
riverhillpottery.com

■ DownStreet Art
An umbrella organization for the Main Street 
galleries in North Adams.
http://downstreetart.org

WHERE TO EAT

■ Mezze Bistro + Bar
The artist and academic elite swear by this hand-
some restaurant outside of Williamstown, home to 
a seasonal changing menu of inventive but fuss-
free fare with ingredients sourced from neigh-
bouring farms.
777 Cold Spring Rd., Williamstown
413-458-0123; mezzerestaurant.com

■ Gramercy Bistro (at MASS MoCA)
Within the MASS MoCA complex, this European-
style bistro serves up a relaxed atmosphere and 
sophisticated culinary offerings.
87 Marshall St., North Adams
413-663-5300; gramercybistro.com 

■ Blue Benn
Just over the border in Bennington, Vermont, this 
quintessential New England diner offers blue plate 
specials in an original 1940s Silk City steel diner.
318 North St. (off Route 7), Bennington, VT

WHERE TO GO 
CULTURE CLUBBING

■ MASS MoCA’s Oh, Canada
Contemporary Canadian art show runs from 
May 27, 2012–April 1, 2013.
87 Marshall St., North Adams
413-664-4481; massmoca.org

■ Williams College Museum of Art
15 Lawrence Hall Dr., Ste. 2, Williamstown
413-597-2429; wcma.williams.edu

■ Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute
225 South St., Williamstown
413-458-2303; clarkart.edu

■ Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival
Often called the best American dance festival 
(Baryshnikov is a fan). Becket, Mass.
jacobspillow.org

■ Tanglewood
The legendary summer home of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra.
tanglewoodmusiccenter.org

■ Williamstown Theatre Festival
Hollywood A-listers have trod the boards at this 
respected event.
wtfestival.org  � –K.B.

i   northadams-ma.gov
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PRAY FOR BUZZ CROWSTON TO STOP. 
Sweat is running out from under my 
bike helmet, the dryness in my mouth 
threatens to close my windpipe and my 

thighs have become the consistency of a jelly 
salad. But I simply will not stop until he 
stops. After all, pulling over and taking a 
breather on this 22-kilometre circuit around 
a remarkable portion of Riding Mountain 
National Park would be admitting that our 
white-bearded tour leader (aged 68 but claim-
ing to actually be 2.12 billion seconds in age) 
is in better shape than I. 

So I soldier on, pumping the pedals as the 
rest of the pack lengthens the distance between 
me and them. My trail-biking husband and 
rosy-cheeked 12-year-old son are managing 
to keep pace with our tireless sexagenarian. 
Yet it’s not entirely for selfi sh reasons that I 
want us all to linger awhile and appreciate 

the dappled sunlight slanting through the 
forest. Because when we stop, Buzz Crowston 
starts to talk. And when he talks, his every 
sentence speaks to me of things I did not 
know about this UNESCO-designated bio-
sphere reserve perched atop the Manitoba 
Escarpment an hour north of Brandon.

“Look at that dome of aspens,” exclaims 
Buzz, pointing to what appears to be a large 
clump of trees when we do happily pull over 
for a water break. “Did you know that’s just 
one tree? People think those are all individ-
ual trees, but the aspen sends suckers out so 
that one tree creates that whole dome.”

That’s news to me. Nor did I know that 
butterfl ies (or, more precisely, pearl crescents) 
like to dine on wolf scat because of its high 
nutritional content. Or that during this four-
hour biking adventure we might potentially 
see any of 236 species of birds or one or more 

of the park’s 900 black bears (the highest 
density of Ursus americanus on the conti-
nent). Buzz also informs us that, had we 
been making this trip in 1995, we might 
have encountered a black bear affectionately 
known as Duke who weighed in at a massive 
392 kilos (865 pounds).

“There’s not much sense knowing some-
thing if you don’t transfer it,” says the lanky 
guide, whose treks in Nepal and along British 
Columbia’s West Coast Trail have contrib-
uted to his toned physique. Buzz’s naturalist 
know-how is certainly put to good use 
throughout the trip as he transfers one tidbit 
after the next to his receptive audience. He 
slows down to direct our attention to a 

A family bike tour in Riding Mountain 
National Park pedals through a forgotten 

chapter of Second World War history
 story and photography by 

CHRISTALEE FROESE

If These Trees 
Could Talk

I This cleared meadow was once home to a 
prisoner of war camp from 1943-45.
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set in the middle of a dense aspen parkland, 
a sense of solitude and secrecy begins to 
seep in. What appears to be a rustic camp-
ing spot, complete with fi repits and picnic 
tables, takes on new meaning as Buzz brings 
another surprise out of his pack. It’s a scrap-
book fi lled with newspaper clippings and 
black-and-white photos of men in uniforms 
and army boots.

“On October 26, 1943, 450 German sol-
diers arrived at this prisoner of war camp,” 
says Buzz, explaining why this particular 
Earth Rhythms trip is billed as the POW Bike 
Tour. He asks us to use our imaginations as 
he points out the location of what were once 
dormitories, a kitchen and the stables. From 
our vantage point there is nothing to be 
seen: not a structure or a foundation, not a 
crumbled piece of stone masonry. It’s only 
when we embark on a walking tour that we 
notice the unnatural undulation of the earth 
beneath us. My son scales a strange cement-
and-stone boulder that was once part of the 
cookhouse. And we stumble upon a dugout 
canoe that was carved by the prisoners from 
a large Manitoba spruce. 

Time has washed away almost all traces 
of what was once known as the Whitewater 
Camp. Yet Bill Waiser has kept the story 
of Canada’s POW camps alive in his book 
Park Prisoners: The Untold Story of Western 
Canada’s National Parks, 1915-1946. As the 
Saskatchewan history professor tells it, the 
camp’s location was determined by two 
events: a brutal winter in 1942 that saw 
Winnipeggers burn through their reserves 
of fi rewood; and a fi re two years earlier in 
Riding Mountain National Park that had 
left plenty of deadwood. Anticipating 
another chilly winter ahead, federal author-
ities located the camp at the site of the fi re 
so the prisoners could harvest the wood.

The Whitewater Camp was a large-scale 
facility comprising six bunkhouses, a cook-
house and dining room, an administration 
offi ce, commissary store, barn, power plant 
and, given the remote location, even its own 
hospital. Oddly enough, there were no razor-
wire fences here. The dense forest and wilder-
ness setting discouraged prisoners thinking 
about making a break for it. The weather also 
helped. One group of 19 men who wandered 
from the camp just days after their arrival 
were halted by a snowstorm and found cold, 
hungry and disoriented within 24 hours.

The Germans, many of whom had been 
captured in North Africa, were held in Egypt 
before being shipped to England and eventu-

wildlife treks and today’s family bike trip. 
When Buzz dismounts at our noon-hour 

pit stop and starts emptying his backpack, 
I am speechless with delight and ravenous 
hunger. Container upon container miracu-
lously appears from the minuscule bag – 
curried chicken salad with raisins, fresh 
cilantro-laced salsa, sun-dried tomato hum-
mus, bottles of Boylan’s Birch Beer, a saska-
toon-berry tart and chunks of dark chocolate. 
All served in style with real silverware and 
cloth napkins.

In the sanctity of this cleared meadow 

moose “disappearing like smoke” into the 
forest, points out fresh wolf prints along the 
trail and alerts us when a ruffed grouse and 
her seven busy chicks wander just feet from 
our bike path. 

Buzz is a guide for Earth Rhythms, a 
Riding Mountain National Park-based tour 
operation launched by his former national 
park boss Celes Davar and Davar’s wife 
Susan. The company collaborates with some 
50 area partners to offer customized group 
outings that range from yoga, photography 
and art expeditions to “fi rst light” morning 
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ally onward to Manitoba. They were super-
vised at the Whitewater camp by 25 Canadian 
army veterans and an additional 40 civilian 
guards. The inmates wore blue denim work 
clothes adorned with a red stripe down the 
outer leg of the trousers and a large red circle 
on the back of the shirt and jacket. “This out-
fi t was not only resented by prisoners, but 
made them uneasy – it was as if they were 
carrying targets on their backs,” writes Waiser. 
“Internment authorities, however, had stead-
fastly refused to budge on the matter since 
1941, and had even threatened at one time 
to change the circle to yellow, the colour 
used in Nazi Germany to identify Jews.”

In 1945, the Department of National 

Defense closed the Whitewater camp. The 
prisoners were relocated to Lethbridge, 
Alberta, before being repatriated. Today, what 
little remains of the camp is buried beneath a 
thick carpet of native grasses and stands of 
towering pines. Skyward-reaching golden 
rods, the soft wind at play in the aspen leaves 
and the sounds of busy cricket legs drown out 
any ghostly presence from the past.

Listening to Buzz Crowston colour in 
these details has been fascinating, but soon 
enough it’s time to get back on our bikes 
and cycle the 11-km return trail to our car 
along the park’s fi re patrol road. The cool 
forest air tousles my hair and gives my soul 
relief as I remove my helmet at the end of 
the trail and bask in the adrenalin-induced 
joy that only a bike trip can provide.

As we drive out of the Lake Audy area 
(about 35 km from Clear Lake – the tourism 
centre of Riding Mountain National Park), 
we meander through the Lake Audy Bison 
Enclosure, home to a herd of 30 buffalo. I 
stand on the seat of Buzz’s car, with my head 
and camera poked precariously out of the 
sunroof. I can hear the largest of the bison 
breathe as he lazily saunters toward the car, 
bats his long eyelashes at me and threatens 
to tip the vehicle over with one sudden move 
of his massive head.

“I’m just going to go real slow and please 
try not to do anything that might make 
him mad,” says Buzz, who does appear a 
little nervous despite his typically calm 
demeanour. “Now this is what it’s all about 

(clockwise from top left) Guide and 
author’s family on the POW Bike Tour; 
butterfl y, or pearl crescent, dining on wolf 
scat; tireless guide Buzz Crowston; fresh 
wolf print along the trail; author’s son, 
Logan, atop a boulder that once was part 
of the POW cookhouse.
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– pushing your margins, doing something 
you’ve never done before and coming out 
with an absolutely unique experience that 
you’ll never forget.”

As the bison loses interest in the bumper 
of our vehicle, he lumbers away. I reluctantly 
slink back down into the car, as my son 
enthusiastically shares his point of view, 
which includes having witnessed the giant 
animal actually lick the vehicle. We confi rm 
Logan’s eyewitness report when we inspect 
the car later and see the “lick track” made by 
the bison’s large, slimy tongue.

When Buzz bids us farewell, we all give 
him bear hugs. And just when I think our 
cycling encyclopedia is going to explain 
the origin of the bear hug, he invites us 
back to his beloved park to experience the 
fall elk rut. Sure enough, we quickly vow to 
return to this fascinating Manitoba park 
where we know many more natural and 
perhaps a few more man-made secrets 
await discovery. 
Where to stay? The Mooswa Resort (mooswa.
com) at the park’s entrance in Wasagaming is 
a great place for families with its heated out-
door pool and A-frame chalets.
i earthrhythms.ca, travelmanitoba.com

cruising beauty
Jazz music greets us as we walk onto the 
lengthy pier that reaches out into Clear 
Lake. Our dress shoes click on the wooden 
wharf as we approach the source of the 
soothing music aboard a 95-passenger 
tour boat. With cocktails in hand and a 
three-course dinner on its way, we peer 
out onto the lake from the top deck as the 
rhythmic hum of the motor’s engine takes 
us to a place of peace. The spectacular 
shoreline transforms before our eyes, with 
the main beach of Riding Mountain 
National Park fading out of sight to reveal 

dense evergreen forests 
dotted with cabins and the 
occasional family dock.

The setting could not 
be more serene nor better 
suited to a gourmet sup-
per of chicken cordon bleu 
artfully plated with sum-
mer’s fresh nasturtiums, 
basil, dill and chives. “The 
boat itself is gorgeous, 

and, when you combine that with great 
food and some interpretive history about 
the lake, you just hit so many birds with 
one stone,” says the captain of the 
Martese, Kelsey Connor, as he chats with a 
few of his passengers at dinner. “If you 
want to see all parts of Clear Lake, this is 
the easiest and best-tasting way to do it.”

The Martese takes visitors out for 
lunch and supper tours, as well as one-
hour evening cruises highlighted by a 
Manitoba sunset and that deep sense 
of relaxation that only a boat cruise can 
deliver. � —C.F. 
i theclearlakemarina.com

Walt Disney WW WorWW ld 
AAA VacationsVV

AAA VacationsVV

AAA Vacations

Walt DisneyWW WoWW rld rr
(one card per package; nonntr; ansfrr erff abrr le and void if sold).
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STUMBLING TOWARD ST. LOUIS
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THE PLAN IS CRAZY:  
to run a rural route from one 
Saskatchewan locale to another. 
It’s why I’m standing here alone on 
this gravel road at dawn. The start 
line is the St. Laurent Ferry, one 
hour north of Saskatoon near 
Batoche. Beside me, a sign reads: 
“St. Louis 21 K,” the distance of a 
half-marathon. Warmed up and 
stretched out, I’m off.  •  I’ve bumped 
elbows in road races with 50,000 
other people. Today I run solo. It’s 
just me and the long winding road 
ahead. Beautiful routes captured in 
running magazines tend to follow 
mountain trails or ocean-side paths. 
Saskatchewan, with more unpaved 
road than any province in Canada, 
has spectacular rural runs. To the 
east, green and gold fi elds shimmer 
in the early morning light. To the 
west, fl at plains spread beneath the 
high, spruce-fringed banks of the 
South Saskatchewan. Farm dogs 
come out to greet me. Painted 
ponies gallop off at the sight of this 
two-legged creature trotting past. 

Ahead of me, a fox carries its 
lunch, a gopher, in its mouth. 
Mallards suddenly lift off from 
water-fi lled ditches. Hawks fl oat 
overhead. I spot an eagle’s nest in 
the distance. The only sounds: the 
coming and going of my breath and 
the tap, tap, tap of my footsteps. 
• The route has everything a runner 
could ask for: fl at stretches, hills, 
curves and coulees. Though nature’s 
slopes aren’t tidily levelled off as 
those in the cities, the loose gravel 
underfoot is easy on the legs. Still, 
after 15 kilometres, a long hill nearly 
defeats me. Doubt creeps in. Can I 
make it to St. Louis? Then relief 
arrives in the form of a dramatic, 
two-km descent. St. Louis isn’t far 
off. I can see my fi nish line. Near 
dizzy in the 26ºC heat, I’m reduced 
to a walking-speed shuffl e. But this 
is no exercise in masochism. Inside, 
I’m beaming, nearly fl oating with 
runner’s high. Stumbling into 
St. Louis, I end one of my most 
remarkable runs ever. It wasn’t 
such a crazy plan after all. 
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drivesmart

VER NOTICE THAT RIGHT AFTER YOU 
fi ll up, you often fi nd fuel selling 
for less at another station? Or that 
fuel prices seem to spike right 

before long weekends in the summer?
“Gasoline prices are affected by several 

factors, often simultaneously, which may 
make them rise or fall,” says John Foran, 
director of oil and gas policy and the regula-
tory affairs division at Natural Resources 
Canada (NRCan). These include changes in 
world crude oil prices, local gasoline supply 
and demand, refi ning and marketing costs 
and margins. Then there’s the cost of trans-
porting fuel from refi neries to retail outlets, 
local competition among retailers, seasonal 
demand and inventory levels. 

“Any of these factors can result in tem-
porary fl uctuations or regional differences,” 
Foran says. Provinces tax fuel at different 
rates, and some municipal governments 
also add tax. (The average tax component at 
the pump – including provincial gas and 
sales taxes – was 34 cents per litre in 2010, 
according to NRCan.) They all add up to the 
price you see at the pump (see chart).

Gasoline stations in smaller communities 
often sell less fuel than those in larger centres 
and may need to sell their products at a higher 
per-unit price to cover their fixed costs, he 
explains. Conversely, “some communities or 
neighbourhoods have more gasoline stations 
than others, which results in more competi-
tion among stations. This generally helps 
keep prices lower than in areas with only one 
or two gasoline stations.”

Drivers breathe a collective sigh of relief 
when fuel prices drop, but do we contem-
plate driving less when prices go up? Studies 
reveal that most don’t change their habits 
much at all, although 51 per cent of the 
Saskatchewan drivers responding to a recent 
CAA Members Say survey of 4,000 national 
members said that they had looked into pur-
chasing a highly fuel efficient car; 32 per 
cent, a hybrid electric-gas vehicle; and 10 per 
cent, an electric vehicle.

There are ways to shave money off the cost 
of driving, and most of them start with the 
way we drive. By adopting a few simple driv-
ing techniques, the average driver could save 
$500 per year in fuel costs and prevent more 
than 1,000 kilograms of carbon dioxide from 
entering the atmosphere, NRCan notes.

Start by taking the weight off your lead 
foot, and accelerate and brake gently. “The 
harder you accelerate, the more fuel you 
consume,” says Charles Crispim, senior 
manager of the federal ecoENERGY for Per-
sonal Vehicles Program. “In the city, where 
about half of the fuel you consume is used to 
accelerate your vehicle, you can conserve as 
much as 15 per cent of your fuel by easing 
the pedal gently and gradually.”

By reading the road ahead and antici-
pating situations before they arise, drivers 
can brake more gently and coast more to 
decelerate. “To avoid unnecessary accelera-
tion, drive at a steady speed,” Crispim rec-
ommends. “You will not only consume less 
fuel but also help enhance traffic flow, 

minimize exhaust emissions and enjoy 
safer driving conditions.”

Getting there faster doesn’t save fuel. 
“Each vehicle operates most effi ciently at a 
given speed,” he notes. “While this speed 
varies from model to model, most cars, vans 
and light-duty trucks are most fuel-effi cient 
when travelling between 50 and 80 km/h. 
The faster a vehicle travels above 80 km/h, 
the more fuel it consumes.” At 120 km/h, a 
vehicle consumes 20 per cent more fuel than 
at 100 km/h.

Keeping your vehicle maintained in peak 
running condition with tires properly 
infl ated, balanced and aligned also increases 
fuel effi ciency. Using air conditioning spar-
ingly, avoiding unnecessary idling, remov-
ing extraneous weight (clean out that trunk!) 
and removing roof racks when not in use 
also make a tank go further. 
i  fuelfocus.nrcan.gc.ca (NRCan’s Fuel Focus 

report, published every two weeks, examines the 
factors that infl uence Canadian gasoline prices), 
vehicles.gc.ca, caa.ca/primer
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CITY PROVINCE METRO POP.  TAXES 
      (thousands)    (cents)

Vancouver British Columbia 2,313.3 43.7

Prince George British Columbia 84.2 34.5

Edmonton Alberta 1,159.8 23.7

Calgary Alberta 1,214.8 23.9

Red Deer Alberta 90.5 23.6

Lethbridge Alberta 106.0 24.0

Saskatoon Saskatchewan 260.6 30.3

Regina Saskatchewan 210.5 30.3

Winnipeg Manitoba 730.0 26.6

Hamilton Ontario 721.0 38.1

Toronto Ontario 5583.0 38.0

Ottawa-Gatineau Ontario-Quebec 1,236.3 37.8

Montreal Quebec 3,824.2 43.7

Halifax Nova Scotia 3,90.3 40.7

Yellowknife Northwest Territories 19.2                      26.5  �  

Sources: Natural Resources Canada Energy Sources (Feb. 15, 2012, Stats Can 2011 Census)

TAX PANORAMAE

Pumped Up?
Making sense of changing gas prices  — plus, how to save on fuel  

by Lawrence Herzog
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Electric cars are at once familiar and exotic, moving us 
from point A to point B like a standard vehicle, but using tech-
nology very different from the internal combustion engine. 
More and more manufacturers are producing them, but the 

question on everyone’s mind is: will the technology catch on?  
“It’s a little early to predict how soon and how quickly electric 
vehicles will take off,” says Kevin Lane, vice-president of auto-
motive services at CAA Saskatchewan. A number of issues could 

Plug-in Hybrid 
Electric Vehicle 
The battery can be 
charged by plugging 
the vehicle into a 
power source or by 
the internal combus-
tion engine, which 
also drives the wheels. 
Car: Toyota Prius Plug-
in Hybrid

Hybrid Electric Vehicle  
The most familiar electric 
vehicles, hybrids have an 
internal combustion 
engine, a battery and an 
electric motor to power the 
wheels. You don’t plug in to 
charge; the engine charges 
the car as you drive. 
Car: Toyota Prius Gas 
Electric Hybrid

Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle  This model uses hydrogen for fuel, 
producing electricity that powers an electric motor and the 
vehicle’s wheels. These have no internal combustion engine 
and, in some cases, no battery. Car: Mercedes-Benz B-Class F-CELL
(Currently not available in Canada.)

Extended Range Electric Vehicle 
The battery powers an electric motor that 
drives the car’s wheels. Charge it by plug-
ging into a power source. For extra range, 
an onboard internal combustion engine 
acts essentially as a generator. It charges 
the battery but can’t drive the car’s wheels.  
Car: Chevrolet Volt

automotive

Going Electric
Is the day coming when you’ll charge up instead of fi ll up?    by Mifi Purvis

Battery Electric Vehicle 
The battery powers an 
electric motor, which 
drives the car’s wheels. 
No internal combustion 
engine here; these cars 
recharge by plugging into 
a power source. 
Cars: Nissan Leaf, Ford 
Focus Electric, smart 
fortwo electric drive

THE TECHNOLOGY

Nissan Leaf

The big auto manufacturers are pumping big 
R&D dollars into electric cars. The technology 
differs from company to company. Here’s a 
rundown of the main contenders:

Toyota Prius Gas 

Electric Hybrid

Mercedes-Benz 

B-Class F-CELL

Toyota Prius 

Plug-in Hybrid

Chevrolet Volt
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including Ontario and Quebec, offer cash 
incentives to purchase an electric vehicle – 
as much as $10,000. No word yet on whether 

the Saskatchewan govern-
ment will follow suit. 
For a guide on hybrid 
and electric vehicles, 
check out CAA’s ebook, 
Gas, Hybrid and 
Electric: What You 
Need to Know, at 
caa.ca/newengines.

Price Points 
Electric cars are pricey in Canada; the Nissan 
Leaf, for example, costs about $40,000. This 
is because they use expensive 
batteries, either lithium ion or 
nickel metal hydride. These 
require replacing after 200,000 
km and can cost as much as 
$10,000. But that price is likely 
to come down as the technology 
becomes more widely accessible. 
In addition, some provinces, 

jump-start the trend, though – like the 
rising cost of gas and improvements in 
battery technology. But regardless of 
why or when, change is coming. And 
that means it’s time to bone up on the 
latest advancements.

Adoption Unknown
Projecting the uptake of electric cars is 
tricky. “Most experts agree that consumer 
acceptance of these vehicles is in its 
infancy,” says Lane. Studies from Renault, 
Ford Canada and JD Power & Associates 
say electric cars will amount to 10 per cent 
of total car sales by 2020. Early adopters 
are expected to be people who already 
own a hybrid or a highly fuel-effi cient car 
and who have an annual income of more 
than $100,000.

Positive Energy
Electric cars accelerate faster, are quieter 
and have no stinky or environmentally 
damaging tailpipe emissions; who knows, 
one day they might not even need a tail-
pipe. After tooling around town, you can 
head home, plug in your car and feel 
good about mitigating your carbon foot-
print. Bonus: charging up costs a fraction 
of fi lling up.

Range Anxiety 
A 2010 study by Deloitte identified 
“range anxiety” as one of the most perva-
sive barriers to mass adoption of electric 
cars, meaning most consumers are afraid 
they won’t get far enough on a charge. 
The same study found that 500 kilome-
tres is the minimum range most consum-
ers would consider before buying an 
electric car. “Consumers’ expectations for 
electric vehicles are similar to those for 
their conventional gasoline-powered 
cars,” says Lane.

How do current models stack up 
against gasoline-powered cars? The Nis-
san Leaf gets about 160 km per charge. 
The Chevy Volt’s battery carries it just 65 
km, but its combustion engine can 
stretch that out to 500 km. “It’s impor-
tant to note that use of the heating and 
air-conditioning systems will also reduce 
the range of the vehicle,” says Lane. 

Another drawback of electric vehicles: 
charging up isn’t as fast as fi lling up. The 
Chevy Volt takes eight hours to charge in 
a standard 110-volt outlet. The Nissan Leaf 
takes 16 hours. 
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here is always some-
thing to do in Saska-
toon, whether you 
want to enjoy a night 

at the theatre, spend time in 
the great outdoors, or treat 
your taste buds to a culinary 
masterpiece. With its colourful 
history, vibrant arts and social 
scene, thriving economy and 
booming downtown, Saska-
toon is quickly becoming a 
top-of-mind destination for 
travellers looking to partake in 
exciting festivals and events.

There is rarely a dull moment 
in Saskatoon. 

Summer 2012 
Festival 
Highlights
Kick off summer by 
swaying to the 
music of the SaskTel 
Saskatchewan Jazz 
Festival, June 22 - 
July 1. Downtown 
Saskatoon comes 
alive with the sights 
and sounds of jazz, 
blues, funk, pop and world beat 
music. Music lovers can expect 
over 140 performances over 10 
days from world-renowned per-
formers, including Feist, The 
Roots and Michael Franti. 

Enjoy a unique theatre-going 
experience on the banks of the 
South Saskatchewan River at the 
annual Shakespeare on the 
Saskatchewan Festival, July 11 
- August 26. Duck into Sir Toby’s 
Tavern for a cold drink or frozen 
treat before seeing Shakespeare’s 

As You Like It or 
Hamlet. 

Rock 102 
Cruise Weekend, 
Western Canada’s 
largest classic car 
show and shine, 
pulls in to down-
town Saskatoon on 
August 26. With 
over 900 classic 

cars, motorcycles and trucks on 
display, it’s a must-see for car 
enthusiasts. Other events 
include racing at the Saskatche-
wan International Raceway and 
Auto Clearing Motor Speedway.  

The summer festival season 
ends with a bang on Labour 
Day weekend (August 31 - 
September 1) with the Potash-
Corp Fireworks Festival. Each 
night, see the sky dazzle with a 
fi reworks show choreographed 
to music. Cultural perfor-
mances, live bands, and a vari-
ety of family activities provide 
for an afternoon of enjoyment 
before the day’s grand fi nale. 

Fun for everyone
Set amidst the beautiful, 
unspoiled natural prairie land-
scape, Wanuskewin Heritage 
Park welcomes everyone to the 

6,000-year-old gathering place 
of the Northern Plains Indians. 
Experience the culture of the 
Northern Plains Indians through 
hands-on demonstrations, tradi-
tional cuisine, and overnight 
teepee wilderness camps. 

Experience Canada’s sunni-
est city from the lush greenery 
of a golf course. From the natu-
ral sand dune formations and 
indigenous prairie grasses sur-
rounding Dakota Dunes Golf 
Links to the Island Green at The 
Willows, Saskatoon and area  
golf courses are guaranteed to 

please. Watch top young golfers 
from around the world tee-off 
in the Dakota Dunes Casino 
Open: Canadian Tour, July 2-8.  

Take a bite out of Saskatoon. 
Foodies have their choice from 
more than 400 restaurants serv-
ing an incredible variety of cui-
sines and fl avours, and offering 
a mix of emerging and estab-
lished culinary talent. From the 

homestyle comfort of The 
Berry Barn to the farm-to-fork 
mantra of Souleio Foods, the 
Bridge City has a fl avour for 
everyone’s taste buds. 

FOR MORE on these and 
other events and attractions, 
call Tourism Saskatoon at 

(306) 242-1206 or toll free at 
1-800-567-2444 ext. 9 or visit 
tourismsaskatoon.com. For 
quality accommodation, visit 
bestsaskatoonhotels.com.

START A CONVERSATION  -

Follow us on Twitter 
(@VisitSaskatoon) and like 
us on Facebook (Tourism 
Saskatoon) for interactive 
updates on what’s happening 
in the city. Preview the sights 
and sounds of Saskatoon on 
our YouTube channel. ■

T

Saskatoon is calling.
Can you hear it?

P R O M O T I O N A L F E AT U R E

Discover the city you thought you knew. 

(clockwise from top) The 
PotashCorp Fireworks Festival; 
Dining at The Ivy; play a round of 
golf; SaskTel Saskatchewan Jazz 
Festival; Shakespeare on the 
Saskatchewan Festival.
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*Excludes alcohol. Dine-in only. Not valid with any other offers  coupons or promotions. Excludes parties larger than 10 and corporate functions. Discount not 
applicable when purchasing Gift Cards. East Side Mario’s is a registered trade-mark. © 2012 Prime Restaurants Inc. ®Trade-mark CAA logo is owned by and use 

is granted by Canadian Automobile Association. Trade-mark Show Your Card & Save® is owned by and use is granted by American Automobile Association.
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CAA Saskatchewan is pleased to once 
again help support our province’s 
Saskatchewanderer. Hired by the Ministry of

Tourism, Parks, Culture and Sport, the Saskatchewan-
derer’s job is to travel the province and use social 
media (Facebook, Twitter, blogs) to help promote what 
makes Saskatchewan special. CAA will help keep the 
Saskatchewanderer safe during their travels by provid-
ing a CAA RV Plus membership, as well as $1,700 worth 
of Husky & Mohawk gift cards. Last year, fi rst-ever 
Saskatchewanderer Andrew Konoff logged 12,706 
kilometres, fi led 19 videos and shot hundreds of photos 
during his 3.5-month gig. The 2012 Saskatchewanderer 
had not been decided at press time, but check the 
website below to see who lands the next “best summer 
job ever.” And watch for your chance to meet the 
Saskatchewanderer at special events hosted at CAA 
offi ces across the province.

i   saskatchewanderer.ca, caask.ca

 For more on this year’s Saskatchewanderer, visit the 

Lifestyle Extras section at caask.ca/wwonline

A Knapsack
on Their Back

Summer Savings
Remember to Show Your Card & Save this summer at 
these CAA Saskatchewan partners:
■ CAA Auto Insurance: Earn CAA Dollars with CAA’s 
member-exclusive auto extension policy, underwritten 
by CAA Saskatchewan-owned AssurePro Ltd.
■ Park Passes: Earn 10% in CAA Dollars on an annual 
Saskatchewan Parks permit, and save 10% on a national 
parks pass. (Must be purchased at a CAA offi ce.)
■ Saskatchewan Science Centre and Western Devel-
opment Museum: Save up to 15% on memberships, 
admission and merchandise.
■ Golf: Get two green fees for the price of one Monday-
Thursday at Last Oak Golf Course near Broadview, 
Melville Golf & Country Club, White Bear Lake Golf 
Course and Golf Kenosee (Monday-Friday at Kenosee).

■ Saskatchewan Bed & Breakfast Association: Save 
10% at participating locations.
■ Sirius Satellite Radio: Earn up to 40 CAA Dollars on 
a new radio and new account.
■ Recreational Vehicle Dealers Association: Save 
10% on regular-priced parts and accessories.
■ Husky & Mohawk: Earn CAA Dollars on purchases 
of fuel or merchandise, and on meals at Husky House 
restaurants. 
■ CAA MasterCard: Earn up to 1.5% in CAA Dollars on 
all net purchases when using your CAA MasterCard.

i   caask.ca/savings

New Look, Same Location
We’ve expanded the CAA offi ce in Prince Albert and 
freshened up the decor. Members can now browse 
our vast array of travel-related products in the new 
retail area while enjoying the brighter, more spa-
cious surrounds. Check out our bigger and better 
digs at South Hill Mall, 29-2995, 2nd Avenue West.
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Exclusive CAA 
Group Departures
�  November 2012: CAA shopping twist for 
Christmas Sailing aboard AMA Waterway’s beautiful 
AMACello from Basel to Amsterdam, this special river 
cruise offers a chance to visit the tremendous Christ-
mas markets along the Rhine River. Shop till you drop 
on this small-group departure.

�  February 2013: CAA Highlight Tour  India awaits . . . 
a richly diverse and cultur-
ally enticing place of exotic 
temples, palaces and 
incredible wildlife. From 
the romance of the Taj 
Mahal and the charm of a 
local tailor in Delhi to a 
safari in Ranthambore in 
search of that spectacular 
tiger photo, this tour 
allows you to experience 
the diversity of India in 
premium comfort and 

JAUNTS & JOURNEYS CAA STYLE

    Great
EsCAApes

The Glory of Canada’s East Coast
by Leanne Haus, Travel Consultant & Tour Coordinator, 
WestWorld Tours

had the great fortune of joining WestWorld 
Tours on its Maritimes trip last fall and 
returned home with long-lasting memories 

and a newfound appreciation for this intrigu-
ing part of our country.

Before reaching the east coast, we made 
stops in Ottawa and Quebec City, where we were 
treated to an informative tour that showcased 
the city’s history with visits to such famous sites 
as Old Quebec City, Ste-Anne-de-Beaupré Shrine 
and Château Frontenac, and concluded with din-
ner and a presentation at a Quebec sugar shack.

After a drive through the beautiful Maritime 
countryside, we visited our fi rst site in New 
Brunswick: the world’s longest covered bridge, 

over the St. John River in Hartland. From there, we were off to the capital 
city of Fredericton, where our hotel was located along the river, with a 
wonderful walking path on which to explore the area. Tour highlights 
include Reversing Falls in Saint John with its world-famous Hopewell 
Rocks — what an amazing experience to walk on the ocean fl oor and 
marvel at the giant fl owerpot-like rocks — and Magnetic Hill, which left 
me wondering how vehicles placed in neutral can roll uphill? That was 
one strange coach ride!

After crossing the architectural wonder of Confederation Bridge, we 
arrived in Prince Edward Island. Highlights of this small island included the 
Anne of Green Gables farm in Avonlea, a walk in the red sand and cool 
waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a Charlottetown city tour and a delicious 
traditional lobster supper.

A leisurely ferry ride from PEI brought us to Nova Scotia, where no trip 
is complete without visiting the most photographed and scenic highway in 
the world, the Cabot Trail, and dipping one’s toes into the chilly Atlantic 
Ocean. Halifax was our next stop; what a beautiful city. Highlights include 
the historic Pier 21, the Titanic memorial cemetery, the Maritimes Museum 
and the gorgeous Public Gardens. The nearby boardwalk made for an easy 
stroll to explore the shops and watch the boats in the harbour. A trip out to 
Peggy’s Cove was the perfect way to end our journey.

Visit the Maritimes with WestWorld Tours, September 14-October 8, 2012.

Hopewell Rocks, N.B.

I

Ranthambore tiger.

CAA small-group 
adventures travel to 

unique locales! 
Check off another bucket-
list item in 2013 and join us 

as we travel to India. Seating 
is limited, so book early.

A CAA travel group poses at the equator in Ecuador on a 
recent trip, which also included the Galapagos Islands and 
Machu Picchu, Peru.
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style with our partner, Insight Vacations. 
Seating is limited on this small-group 
tour, so contact your local CAA travel 
offi ce to book early and avoid 
disappointment.

Plan ahead; more 2013 CAA groups will 
be announced soon.

�  March 2013: Turkey Join CAA and 
our partner Globus as we take in Turk-
ish delights. With Globus, all the details 
are looked after.

�  April 2013: Italy This guided vaca-
tion with Trafalgar and CAA brings an 
always-popular destination to life.

�  May 2013: Mediterranean Experi-
ence an unforgettable journey with Ted 
and Rhonda Hillstead on the CAA 
Annual Chairman of the Board cruise.

CAA Vacations 
Friendship Cruises
Join these preferred vacations with 
Holland America and CAA guests from 
across Canada:

�  Panama Canal: March 17-April 6, 
2013 Sail from Fort Lauderdale aboard 
the ms Westerdam.

�  Hawaii: April 18-May 5, 2013 Sail 
from the port of Vancouver, B.C., aboard 
the ms Zaandam.

For more on special packages offered 
exclusively to CAA/AAA members 
through AAA Vacations, read the feature 
Bucket List of Dreams Exclusively for 
You! at caask.ca/wwonline

WestWorld Tours

Last-Chance Departures
�  Alaska and the Yukon All Coach: 
June 13-July 2, 2012 Alaska and the 
Canadian Yukon are home to some of 
nature’s most pristine areas. This com-
prehensive tour shows you the best of 
the Great Land.

�  Queen Charlotte Islands: July 9-20, 
2012 Haida Gwaii (Islands of the People) 
or as they’re more commonly known, the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, have grown in 
popularity since 2010 and early booking 
is a good idea. Experience soft adventure 
in your own backyard.

Favourites
�  The Black Hills: July 16-21, 2012 
A great little trip packed with good 
times. Includes famous wonders such 
as Mount Rushmore and Crazy Horse, 
the Wild West with Wild Bill Hickok and 
Calamity Jane, and Black Hills Gold or 
Deadwood casinos.

�  Newfoundland and Labrador: 
July 16-26, 2012 Make this your year to 
visit our 10th province and experience the 
hospitality of the Rock.

�  Blue Jays in Seattle: July 29-August 
3, 2012 Let’s play ball! Enjoy three nights 
and three baseball games in Seattle.

�  Churchill Explorer: August 12-18, 
2012 In association with SARM (Sas-
katchewan Association of Rural Munici-
palities), we travel by coach and Via Rail 
to the northern Manitoba community of 
Churchill to enjoy whale-watching, area 
and grain terminal tours, and local pre-
sentations.

�  Maritimes: (Fly and Coach) 
September 17-October 4, 2012; (All 
Coach) September 14-October 8, 2012 
Experience Canada’s east coast in all its 
fall splendour.

�  New York Encore, Encore: Septem-
ber 29-October 4, 2012, and October 
6-11, 2012 The Big Apple, the City That 
Never Sleeps . . . whichever name you 
prefer, you’ll enjoy fantastic sightseeing, 
Broadway shows, food and music.

�  Music tours: These toe-tapping tours 
include all breakfasts and dinners.

• Branson, Nashville & Pigeon Forge: 
November 9-25, 2012

• Branson, Festival of Lights: 
November 15-25, 2012, and 
November 16-26, 2012

Haida Gwaii on B.C.’s 
north coast.

The ms Westerdam navigates 
the Panama Canal.

Broadway, 
New York City.

AED On Board
All WestWorld Tours motorcoaches 
are now equipped with Automatic 
Electronic Defi brillators (AEDs). “The 
safety and comfort of our customers is 
always our highest priority,” says Dean 
Smith, director of WestWorld Tours. 
“We are pleased to now include AEDs 
on our list of high-quality components, 
which include modern, comfortable 
coaches; professional tour directors; 
experienced, courteous drivers; and 
excellent accommodations and bag-

gage handling — offered on our tours.”

i   westworldtours.com
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ur pets are members of the fam-
ily and often travel with us on 
short as well as long journeys. 

But pets in vehicles can be a danger to 
themselves and other occupants if not 
properly restrained. Here are some impor-
tant tips and facts to keep in mind while 
travelling with your pets: 
• Unrestrained pets can be a distraction 
while driving. According to SGI statistics, 
driver inattention and distraction is 
responsible for about 25% of all collisions 
in Saskatchewan and is the second-high-
est contributing factor in fatal collisions. 
• Unrestrained pets can become projec-
tiles inside a vehicle in a crash, swerve or 
sudden stop. In a collision at just 15 kilo-
metres per an hour, an 18-kilogram unre-
strained dog will hit occupants with a 
crash force of 180 kg, which can cause 
severe injury or be fatal.*
• Unrestrained pets can also be thrown 
against a hard surface in the vehicle or 
even ejected, where they are 14 times 
more likely to receive spinal damage 
and four times more likely to be 
fatally injured.*
• A recent study conducted by AAA 
showed the top causes for drivers travel-

ling with pets to take their hands off the 
wheel were to pet them, hold them in 
place during sudden stops and to prevent 
them from jumping into the front seat.
• The AAA study also showed that only 
16% of respondents currently use a pet 
restraint in their vehicle.

• It is recommended that you secure your 
pets on every trip, no matter how short. 
The majority of collisions happen within 
fi ve km of home. Be sure to choose a car-
rier or restraint that can be safely secured 
in your vehicle.

*Statistics from National Highway Traffi c Safety 
Administration

ADVOCAACY
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It’s time to prepare your vehicle for 
summer:
• Inspect cooling system for leaks 
and ensure coolant is clean and up 
to strength.
• Make sure battery cables are 
securely attached and terminals are 
free of corrosion.
• Check that drive belts aren’t 
cracked, glazed or frayed.
• Inspect tires for cracks, cuts or 
bulges in the sidewalls, and check 
tire pressure and tread depth.
• Make sure headlights, tail lights, 
brake lights and turn signals are 
functioning properly.

• Top up transmission and wind-
shield washer fl uids.
• Replace windshield wipers that 
leave streaks or don’t clear the glass 
with a single swipe.
• Make sure the air-conditioning 
system is in top shape. 

For service you can trust, visit 
CAA Car Care centres in Regina and 
Saskatoon or any facility that is part of 
CAA’s Approved Auto Repair Services 
(AARS) network across the province.

i   Look for AARS signs; caask.ca/aars

Tik, Tik, Vroom
Need maps, directions 
and points of interest 
for this summer’s 
roadtrips? Plan ahead 
— online — with CAA 
Saskatchewan’s Travel 
TripTiks, which include:
• Personalized maps 
and directions for des-
tinations throughout 
continental North 
America and Mexico.

• Updated attraction listings.
• Hotels, restaurants, rest stops and 
construction locations.
• Drag-and-drop route-changing 
capability.

i   caask.ca/maps

Student Membership: 
Will That Be Associate 
or Primary?

CAA Saskatchewan’s newest level of 
membership is now being offered as a 
primary membership as well as an 
associate. Exclusively for the younger 
members of your family, a student 
membership is for people 24 years old 
or younger and includes all the bene-
fi ts of a regular membership with the 
addition of a SPC (Student Price Card). 
If purchased as a primary, the student 
membership can be at whatever level 
you wish: Basic, Plus or Premier. An 
associate membership must be pur-
chased at the same level as the pri-
mary membership in the household.

i   caask.ca/student

Buckling Up Baxter

Secure your pet on every trip, no matter 
how short the distance.

Is Your Vehicle Ready 
for the Heat?
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Air Time
Known for its camping, hiking, swimming 
and stargazing, Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park 
has taken it up a notch. Cypress Hills Eco-Adven-
tures — winner of Tourism Saskatchewan’s 2011 
Rookie of the Year Award and celebrating its one-
year anniversary this summer — tops out the 
park’s roster with zip lining, wall climbing and 
slacklining. Enjoy a bird’s-eye view of lodgepole 
pine as you zipline some 14 metres off the 
ground. Get a grip on one of four routes to the top 
of the 10-metre-high climbing wall. Or, much closer 
to the ground, tap into your inner Wallenda and try 

slacklining, promoted as “the newest innovation in 
balance sports, which requires strength, determi-
nation and concentration to master.” Unlike a rigid, 
round tightrope, the two-inch-wide, fl at nylon web-
bing — tensioned between two trees — stretches 
and bounces while you stand, walk, kneel and, if 
you wish, perform tricks on it. 
Cypress Hills Eco-Adventures is open May-October.

i   1-800-662-4466; zipcypresshills.ca

Visit caask.ca/wwonline for more details and 

photos of Cypress Hills Eco-Adventures. 
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